Abstract. In this paper, we study connected components of strata of the space of quadratic differentials lying over Tg. We use certain general properties of sections of line bundles to put a upper bound on the number of connected components, and a generalized version of the Gauss map as an invariant to put a lower bound on the number of such components. For strata with sufficiently many zeroes of the same order we can state precisely the number of components.
Introduction
We define Q g to be the space of all pairs (M, q) where M is an element of T g and q is a quadratic differential on M . Alternatively let K = K M be the holomorphic cotangent bundle on M , let H 0 (M, K 2 ) be the space of sections of K 2 M , and define Q g to be the total space of the bundle over T g with fiber H 0 (M, K 2 ), where by custom we remove sections that are the squares of sections of K. We may define an analogous space over the moduli space of curves of genus g, M g , which we will refer to as QD g .
Both Q g and QD g carry a natural stratification given by the orders of the zeroes of the quadratic differential. Let λ = (k 1 , k 2 , ..., k n ) be a partition of 4g − 4 and define Q g (k 1 , k 2 , ..., k n ) = Q λ to be the subspace of Q g of (M, q) such that q has n zeroes, with multiplicities k 1 , ..., k n . We use the notation (k Interestingly, while most of the QD λ are connected, there are three families of strata of high codimension that have two components. In each case, one of the components consists solely of hyperelliptic quadratic differentials -(M, q) such that M is hyperelliptic and q is invariant under the hyperelliptic involution. Lanneau proves this in [4] . Similarly, in [3] Kontsevich and Zorich classify the connected components of strata of Abelian differentials over M g . Again most strata are connected but certain strata of high codimension may have up to three components. These are classified again by hyperellipticity, but also by even and odd spin structure. In [5] , Lanneau shows that spin structure cannot be used to classify connected components of the QD λ .
In this paper we are interested in the connected components of the Q λ . In Section 3 we use certain general facts about sections of line bundles to show that for λ with sufficiently many zeroes of the same order we may put an upper bound on the number of connected components. In Section 4 we use an analog of spin structure to put a lower bound on the number of connected components of Q λ for λ = (k 1 , ..., k n ) with all k i even. The main result is as follows. Each of the components of this second family of strata is made up of sections that are squares of sections of one of the 2 2g line bundles that square to K 2 , excluding the squares of Abelian differentials.
Background
Given a quadratic differential, (M, q), one may construct a double cover of M , possibly ramified, π :M → M , and define a quadratic differentialq := π * (q) oñ M by taking the pullback of q. If q has a singularity of order k at a ramification point of π, thenq has a singularity of order 2k + 2 (k ∈ {−1, 0, 1, ...}, where 0 corresponds to a regular point of q) at that point. One may see this by recalling that a zero of order k corresponds to a cone angle of (k + 2)π; thus, ramifying at that point gives a cone angle of (2k + 4)π or a singularity of order 2k + 2. In certain cases π * (q) may then be the square of an Abelian differential. We define strata of Abelian differentials analogously to strata of quadratic differentials, and denote We will use this construction to associate a unique Abelian differential to any quadratic differential. Notice that 'nearby' quadratic differentials will map to the same stratum of Abelian differentials so, choosing a branch of the square root map, we get a local mapping Q g (k 1 , .., k n ) → Hg(k 1 ,k 2 , ...,k m ) (see [4] , for example, for a proof).
A spin structure on M is a choice of a line bundle that squares to the canonical We can also define the spin structure in a more topological way. If we let P → M be the unit tangent bundle on M , a spin structure on M may be viewed as a double cover Q → P whose restriction to each fiber of P is the standard double cover
The double cover gives a monodromy map π 1 (P ) → Z 2 , which because Z 2 is Abelian induces a map ξ :
The map has non-zero value on the cycle representing the fiber of P by definition. Finally, recall that an Abelian differential, ω on M , corresponds to a flat structure on M with isolated cone angles of degree 2kπ and trivial holonomy. Away from the finite set of points with cone angles, M has a well-defined notion of horizontal and thus there is a well-defined Gauss map, taking unit tangent vectors to points on the unit circle:
A smooth simple closed curve has a well-defined framed curve, and thus has a degree under G. This degree coincides with the value of the curve under ξ, (mod 2). While we cannot use spin structure to classify connected components of the Q λ , notice that there are also 2 2g choices of square roots of K 2 , and that if λ has zeroes of only even order, any (M, q) ∈ Q λ will be the square of a section in one of these square root bundles. In Section 4, we use the degree of a basis of curves in
under an analog of the Gauss map to classify connected components of such Q λ .
Finally, the following theorem from [4] classifies the connected components of all For any λ, Q λ → QD λ is a covering map (with fiber Γ g , the standard mapping class group of genus g). This theorem then tells us that in most cases, Q λ must lie over a connected space.
Upper Bounds on Connected Components
In this section we show that strata of the form Following Kontsevich and Zorich in [3] , for any finite sequence of positive integers λ = (k 1 , ..., k n ) (where k i may equal k j and k i = 4g − 4), we define
to be the space of quadratic differentials with numbered zeroes, such that the ith zero is of order is also an upper bound on the number of connected components of Q λ .
) and note that no quadratic differential with zeroes of the pattern given by λ can be the square of an Abelian differential, so Q λ is the union over all M ∈ T g of the subsets of H 0 (M, K 2 ) of sections with zeroes of the correct orders. We assume that m = (4g
to be the space of n-tuples of distinct unordered points on m (M n /S n minus the fat diagonal), and let Sym n the bundle over T g with fiber Sym n (M ) over each M .
Similarly let P ic n (M ) denote the space of line bundles of degree n on M , and recall that this will be a g dimensional Abelian variety for any n. Again let P ic n be the bundle over T g with fiber P ic n (M ) over each M , which is of dimension g for any n.
From classical algebraic geometry (see [2] , for example) we have the Abel-Jacobi
which is given by thinking of a set of n points on M as a divisor, and taking the divisor to its associated line bundle (i.e. the line bundle for which the points are the zeroes of a holomorphic section). We may extend this map to a map Sym n → P ic n , which we will again call the Abel-Jacobi map.
We also have the following map:
where the products are fiberwise (in other words, we define Sym n1 × Sym n2 to be the space with Sym
to the zeroes of q, where the zeroes of order k i are taken to Sym ni and the zeroes of order 1 are split into two parts, with the first m − g mapped to Sym m−g . This is well-defined because we are working in PQ num λ . We will be especially interested in the restriction:
This is because PQ num λ
For the rest of the section we will let
By the discussion above it suffices to prove that PQ num λ is connected. To prove this we will need the following lemma. and divide its zeroes into two divisors: the n 1 + ... + n l zeroes of higher order plus the first m − g zeroes of order 1, and the last g zeroes of order 1. These two divisors give us holomorphic sections, s of some line bundle L s ∈ P ic 3g−4 and
. This is a generic condition (Riemann-Roch implies that for a line bundle of degree d the dimension of its space of holomorphic sections will be
\U is of positive codimension. ϕ ′ is injective on U because if two elements of PQ num λ get mapped to the same element of S, they get mapped to the same L ∈ P ic 3g−4 by a restriction of the Abel-Jacobi map to S. Then they also get mapped to the same element of P ic g ,
has only one holomorphic section up to scaling; thus our original two elements of .., k l even, and let n = n 1 + ... + n l . A similar argument to the one above will allow us to put an upper bound on the number of connected components of Q l . We again have the following maps, defined as above:
We cannot use precisely the same argument as above because the double zeroes do not form a subset of full-dimension of the sections of some line bundle. However, for a particular M recall that K 2 M has 2 2g square roots in P ic 2g−2 (M ). Call them
Since P ic 2g−2 is a trivial bundle over T g a choice of labeling of these bundles over a single M yields a consistent choice of labeling over all other surfaces; thus, when we refer to K i we will mean a section of P ic 2g−2 . Let Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 3.2. We construct U i as follows.
Pick an element of (PQ num λ ) Ki , which we regard as projective section of K i with the extra data of the ordering of the zeroes (now of order (1
Divide its zeroes into two divisors: the n zeroes of higher order plus the first m − g zeroes of order 1, and the last g zeroes of order 1. These two divisors give us holomorphic sections, s of some line bundle L s ∈ P ic g−2 and
Let U i be the subset of (PQ num λ ) Ki get mapped to the same element of S, they get mapped to the same L by the Abel-Jacobi map. Then they also get mapped to the same element of P ic g , K i /L, by the restriction of the Abel-Jacobi map to P ic g . By assumption K i /L has only one holomorphic section up to scaling; thus our original two elements of PQ num λ must have been the same.
To show ϕ ′ (U i ) is connected it suffices to show that S\ϕ ′ (U i ) is of positive codimension in S. However, any element of S gives us a divisor D, which gives us the section, s, of a line bundle L s ∈ P ic g−2 . K i /L s will generically have a section, s ′ , with g distinct zeroes that are distinct from those of D, and also generically
When this is the case s ⊗ s ′ is an element of U i and D is in the image of ϕ ′ .
Proof of Theorem.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 the fact that ϕ ′ is injective on An analog of Theorem 3.3 may be used to show that Q λ has at most 3 2g com-
, m ≥ g and k i divisible by 3. For integers larger than 3 this technique no longer applies, as k m will be greater than 4g − 4 for m ≥ g.
Finally, we note that one would expect the upper bound of Theorem 3.3 to be satisifed. This is because the squares of sections of a particular K i in any connected component will be a closed set in that component (the limit of a sequence of sections of a particular bundle will still be a section of that bundle), and a connected set cannot be the union of multiple disjoint closed subsets. In the next section we construct a geometric invariant of a connected component, which gives another proof of this fact.
Lower Bounds
In this section we first define an invariant of the homology class of a curve on a surface, and show that for λ = (k 1 , .., k n ) with all k i even, it defines an invariant of a connected component of Q λ . We then use the invariant to show that for these λ Q λ has multiple connected components.
Let λ = (k 1 , ..., k n ) with all k i even. For (M, q) ∈ Q λ let π :M → M be the canonical double cover, and let ω 2 = π * (q), with ω an Abelian differential onM .
Let P = {p 1 , ..., p n } denote the set of zeroes of q. Since q has no odd zeroes the cover is not ramified. Thus π :M → M is a two-sheeted covering space and we have a monodromy representation:
Since Z 2 is Abelian, the representation factors through
and we will refer to the second map as Ga as well. If a cycle, 
We now wish to use Ga to create an invariant of connected components of Q λ .
To do so, recall that if we choose a cycle on a particular surface M 0 ∈ T g , it gives a well-defined cycle on any other M ∈ T g . One way to define this cycle is to construct the bundle H → T g with fiber H 1 (M, Z) over each M ∈ T g , which as a discrete bundle has a well-defined notion of parallel transport. Since T g is simply connected parallel transport does not depend on choice of path.
Proof. We have the projection π : Q λ → T g , and may thus consider the bundle π * H, which is again a discrete bundle on which parallel transport is well-defined.
Pick a path p :
The range of Ga is Z 2 , so we have a continuous map,
into a discrete space, which must be constant. Since [γ 0 ] will be taken to 
. If γ · δ = 0 then Dehn twisting around γ has no effect on Ga([δ]).
Proof. If γ · δ = 1 then δ ′ is homologous to δ + γ. If γ · δ = 0, then Dehn twisting around γ just takes δ to δ.
As an example, we consider the structure and interactions of the following strata:
, and Q 1 (−2, 2). (In general we restrict ourselves to strata of Because of the triviality of the canonical bundle, any triplet of points, (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 )
such that x 1 + x 2 = x 3 (mod Λ), will be the zeroes and double pole of a quadratic differential on M = C/Λ. However, we have to factor out the 1 dimensional automorphism group of any torus, so we assume that the double pole of q, x 3 , is at 0.
This forces the two remaining zeroes of q to be at x and −x. In general x and −x are distinct and (M, q) ∈ Q(−2, 1, 1); however, if x = 1/2, τ /2, or 1+τ 2 then x = −x and (M, q) ∈ Q 1 (−2, 2). If x = 0 then the section has no zeroes or poles and is in H 1 (∅). Then let C 1 be the universal curve over T 1 -in other words, the space constructed by putting over each point in Teichmuller space the corresponding curve.
The 'zero section' of C 1 is PH 1 (∅), which may then be identified with T 1 , or the upper half plane. PQ 1 (−2, 2) is the union of the sections of C 1 corresponding to 1/2, τ /2, and 1+τ 2 , which thus has 3 components, each a copy of T 1 , and containing surfaces whose homology bases have image (0, 1), (1, 0) , and (1, 1) (not necessarily respectively) under Ga. PQ 1 (−2, 1, 1) is C 1 minus the above 4 sections, with points of the form (M, x) and (M, −x) identified. It is therefore connected. Figure 4 shows the singularities and horizontal foliations of two quadratic differentials, on τ = i and τ = 1 + i, where the second is the result of Dehn twisting the first along β. The quadratic differentials on the two surfaces are given by the Weierstrass p function, which is defined on the curve with modulus τ as follows:
where (m, n) = (0, 0). This is a function on the plane but is periodic with respect to Λ, and thus descends to a function on C/Λ. We may then define a quadratic differential on C/Λ, q τ = p(z)dz 2 . For most τ q τ has two single zeroes and a double pole at 0; however, for τ = i it has a single double zero at 1/2 + i/2, and for τ = 1 + i it again has a double zero at at the same location. We can see that for τ = i, Ga(α) = Ga(β) = 1, and for τ = 1 + i, Ga(α) = 0 and Ga(β) = 1, as predicted by Lemma 4.4.
We wish to apply a similar analysis to the above to a wider variety of examples. Thus Q λ will have a minimum of 2 2g − 1 components.
Proof. Let (M, q) ∈ Q λ . By Lemma 4.1 (M, q) has a symplectic basis for H 1 (M, Z)
with at least one cycle of odd degree. Call the basis (α 1 , ..., α g , β 1 , ..., β g ) and let
Ga(α 1 , ..., α g , β 1 , ..., β g ) = (a 1 , ..., a g , b 1 , ..., b g ). We also construct curves γ 1 , ..., γ g−1 on M as in Figure 3 and assign them degrees c 1 , ..., c g−1 . Note that γ i is homologous to α i + α i+1 (with an appropriate choice of orientation of the curves) so If c i is even then a i + a i+1 is even, so a i+1 is odd, so we can twist around α i+1 to change the parity of b i+1 only.
Once we can change the parity of only b i+1 we can also only change the parity of only a i+1 . If b i+1 is odd, twist around β i+1 . If b i+1 is even, change its parity, twist around β i+1 to change the parity of a i+1 , and change the parity of b i+1 back to even. Now suppose k > i and we can change the parity of b k , a k individually. Then we can assume a k is odd. If c k is odd we can change the parity of only b k+1 by twisting around γ k and then changing the parity of b k back. If c k is even then a k+1
is odd and we twist around α k+1 to change the parity of b k+1 . Similarly we can then change the parity of only a k+1 at will by twisting around β k+1 . For k < i we make the same argument to show that we can change a k , b k individually.
Thus given any a i odd we can individually change the parity of all a j , b j except a i itself. However if a specific a i is odd we can make any a j odd, and make the same argument. This gives us any configuration of parities where at least one a j is odd, 1 ≤ j ≤ g. On the other hand if at least one b i is odd, similar arguments to the above allow us to achieve any configuration of parities except those where all b j are even, 1 ≤ j ≤ g. The combination of these two cases proves the theorem. Proof. Theorem 3.3 implies that the above strata have at most 2 2g − 1 connected components and Theorem 4.5 implies they have at least that many.
Recall that by the results of Section 3 we expected each of the components of Corollary 4.6 to consist of quadratic differentials whose square roots are a section of a particular line bundle that squares to K 2 . We may associate to each such bundle a Z 2 valued linear functional on H 1 (M, Z 2 ), in an analog of the spin structure construction of Section 2, and this will coincide with the degree of the Gauss map.
Thus it is not surprising that we should be able to use Ga to classify connected components of the Q λ with even zeroes.
